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Megan Perryman’s 5-year-old daughter was browsing toys in a store. She picked up a toy recorder

and her expression quickly changed as if she had done something wrong. “Oh no,” she said. “I’ve

got the boys’ one!”

In her own childhood, Perryman didn’t feel limited to only playing with “girls’” toys. She says boys

and girls in the UK in the 1980s played with Transformers, princesses, knights—it wasn’t a big deal if

the toy was pink or blue. Back then, she says, there weren’t signs up in toy stores telling her which

toys were made for “girls” and which were made for “boys.” Perryman is now one of the leading

voices in Let Toys Be Toys, a UK-based campaign that pushes retail stores to stop marketing their

toys toward only girls or only boys.

In 1960, only 11 percent of households in the U.S. with children under 18 had the mother as the

primary or sole breadwinner. Today, a recent study reports, a record-breaking 40 percent of them

do. With traditional gender roles in the labor force slowly fading away, it would make sense to see

more gender-neutral advertising today: boys playing with toy oven sets, girls playing with toy trucks,

etc.

But children’s toys are arguably more gendered now than ever before.

If you’ve been to a store that sells toys in the last decade, you’ve already seen it:Toys today are

often separated into blue and pink sections for “boys’” toys and “girls’” toys. “Boys’” toys tend to

involve aggression, such as toys that make punching or crashing sounds, while “girls’” toys often

revolve around beauty and domesticity.

Lego, which for years marketed mainly to boys, recently launched a line of pastel-colored toys called

“Lego Friends” in an attempt to appeal to girls. Unfortunately, Lego ended up making toys that

suggested girls are only interested in baking, decorating houses and getting their hair done at a

salon while boys like working construction and saving damsels in distress.

The gendering of toys has carried on into the age of the Internet. The Disney and Toys “R” Us online

stores, for example, have a separate sections for boys and for girls.
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Elizabeth Sweet, who researches gender and children’s toys at UC Davis, says toy advertisements

actually appeared to be the least gendered around 1975. She says,

At the height of the women’s movement, these ideas about gender division were

being challenged in ways that are no longer as successfully challenged today.

Let Toys Be Toys also pointed out how toys have become more gendered (i.e., more pink-ified) since

the ’70s. They recently tweeted an image they created (below) that compares a 1976 Argos catalog

with the company’s more recent products.

In Sweet’s studies, 1995′s toy catalogs and ads were almost equally as gendered as they had been in

1945. In 1945, however, only 30 percent of toys were explicitly labeled for girls or boys, while Sweet

believes that toys today are much more often explicitly labeled. She says today’s gendering of toys

isn’t reflective of how far we’ve come in social gender equity since the 1970s: “What we see today is

just way beyond anything that happened over the 20th century.”

So what does gendering toys mean for the way kids are growing up today?

Let Toys Be Toys says toys are crucial to the way kids learn about the world:

Toys focused on action, construction and technology hone spatial skills, foster

problem solving and encourage children to be active. Toys focused on role

play and small-scale theater allow them to practice social skills. Arts and crafts

are good for fine motor skills and perseverance.

Boys and girls need the chance to develop in all these areas, but many stores

divide toys into separate boys’ and girls’ sections. … Both boys and girls miss out

this way.
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Perryman says she has already seen campaigns such as Let Toys Be Toys make a difference. For

example, Boots, one of the UK’s leading retailers, recently agreed to take down signs that labeled

toys by gender. Perryman says it’s great that stores such as Boots have agreed, but points out that

there’s still much to be done. She says gendered toys have become so common that most people

don’t think twice about it.

“We seem to have lost that ability to see how unacceptable this is,” she said. “It has become

normal.” This phenomenon became an unavoidable reality to Perryman when she had children

herself. She says no matter how hard she tries to let her children choose their own toys, outside

influences on her one-year-old son and her five-year-old daughter have become inescapable.

Elizabeth Sweet believes the marketing of toys to specific genders is caused, in a way, by a catch-22

situation: Companies feel they will sell more toys if they advertise to a narrower demographic, but

that creates greater social consequences for kids who want to play with a toy marketed to the

opposite gender.

Toy companies say they are basing these decisions on research that has found differences between

what boys and girls want—even though, Sweet points out, it’s impossible to know whether the

differences researchers find are biological or societal. If you’re a little boy born into a society that

tells you playing with pink toys is wrong, don’t you think you would prefer the blue toy?

Riley, a 5-year-old girl whose YouTube video went viral in 2011 with more than 4 million views, said it

best:

Why do all the girls have to buy princesses? Some girls like superheros, some girls

like princesses, some boys like superheros, some boys like princesses!

Click here to sign the petition to get U.S. toy stores to stop separating their toys into “girls” and

“boys” sections, and click here to sign the petition to get toy retailers in the UK and Ireland to do the

same.

Photo of shelves labeled “boys” and “girls” by Flickr user Janet McKnight under Creative Commons

2.0.

Screenshots taken from Disney Store’s online pages used under Section 107 of U.S. Copyright Law.

Argos catalog comparison by Let Toys Be Toys, and used with permission.
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Ge m W ilde r s a ys :

June 5, 2013 at 4:25 pm

Another brilliant piece on this topic, & the importance of parents’ & caregivers’ roles in

monitoring the gender coding our kids’ encounter, is this: http://ruminator.co.nz/pinkblue/
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Jorda n W hite  s a ys :

June 5, 2013 at 5:00 pm

I mean seriously, haven’t you seen the huge male fanbase of My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic,

which is primarily a girls brand? Toy companies should really take into account the success

Hasbro has made with My Little Pony and the unexpected college aged male audience and

follow up on that. Why do we have to be separated. It’s like back in the old days down here in

the Deep South, blacks and whites were segregated, and they got rid of it in the 1960s. Can’t we

do the same with toys?

Reply

Pe te r Gue rin s a ys :

June 5, 2013 at 6:27 pm

Methinks toy makers need to see that segment “William Wants a Doll” from Marlo Thomas’ “Free

to Be You and Me” special and get their act together. 

Reply

Ke rs tin s a ys :

June 11, 2013 at 1:32 pm

It’s a very sweet book, too – that’s where “Free to Be” got it from.

Reply

De vin s a ys :

June 6, 2013 at 6:32 pm

Interesting how this website is called Ms. Blog and everything is highlighted in pink with white

background…

Reply

Je nnife r s a ys :

June 12, 2013 at 3:13 am

Astute observation

Reply

Ra e Je a n M ye rs  s a ys :

June 6, 2013 at 6:48 pm

The same thing happened to the parents of the baby boomers. I believe they were preparing

the boys for war (Viet Nam) and the girls to be mommies and domestics to raise the children

that would be born once the men returned. I wonder if anyone has done a study on the sexes

of children born prior to wartime events.

Reply

a ma nda  s a ys :

June 6, 2013 at 10:09 pm

“You see us as you want to see us… in the simplest terms and the most convenient definitions.”

-The Breakfast Club.

Boy/Girl… simplest and most convenient way to “organize” but a better way might be by

category such as “vehicles” “action figures/superheroes” “sports” “art” “playing house” etc…
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Just to be clear, the Lego Friends line, while all pink and purple, does also have a number of

non-beautifying components — my daughter has the horse stable and the veterinarian set up

(and horse camp and all of the other animal items) and has no interest in the beauty salon –

she does like the rock stage though. And the girl with a science lab. And the soccer player. While

it’s definitely girl-focused and has a large component of “beauty” items, that’s not all there is.

Just throwing that out there – my daughter had no interest in legos before these sets, and now

she likes rebuilding them and taking them apart and she chooses her sets in part by how many

pieces there are! Why no complaints about the skylanders or ninjago lines?

Reply

M c Aule y s a ys :

June 8, 2013 at 1:42 am

I think the reason that toys are so much more gender prescriptive now is that since 9/11 US

culture has become so much more militaristic. Even at the height of the Vietnam War there was

a strong movement against the war and against militarism. Now enough people have been

intimidated by war against terrorism propaganda that they don’t speak up. Also the anti-

feminist backlash is about to be overtaken by the anti-marriage equality backlash. Pressure for

gender conformity will probably stiffen. Unless we want to tell our kids that boys grow up to be

soldiers and girls grow up to be frigid suburban housewives or whores, we must resist.
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M a ry Adle r s a ys :

June 8, 2013 at 6:10 pm

I hate pink unless it is a rose, raw meat, a pink slip (meaning someone’s been fired, or a

sunburn, or some body part that is supposed to be pink. Pink toys? Yuk!
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M e lis s a  W a rdy s a ys :

June 11, 2013 at 8:08 am

As a mom of a 7yo girl and 5yo boy, this post really resonates with me. In our home, all of the

toys are for all of the kids. My children have been taught to think critically about gendered

marketing, and they become very frustrated with the gendered packaging and separation in toy

aisles. LEGO is a perfect example of this, the “boy” sets are in an aisle together, backed by blue

pegboard, while the “girl” sets (read: Friends) are a completely different color scheme and four

aisles over and backed by pink pegboard. Because my children view this through a cultural

lens, they receive the message one is for boys and one is meant for girls, but they aren’t buying

it.

My upcoming book addresses this topic (“Redefining Girly” http://ow.ly/lkitg) and in 2010 I

wrote a blog post that has some quantitative data to go along with the excellent information

here from Let Toys Be Toys and Elizabeth Sweet. http://blog.pigtailpals.com/2010/11/have-

yourself-a-very-sexist-holiday/

Thanks for the great post and addressing this issue! I will be sharing this article with the Pigtail

Pals & Ballcap Buddies community.

Melissa Wardy
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M dz  s a ys :

June 11, 2013 at 8:33 am

Separating toys by gender teaches kids one thing only: boys and girls should not play together.

And that’s messed up.

Reply

Ribbon s a ys :

June 12, 2013 at 9:47 pm

I run a small home daycare and it’s difficult finding brand new toys that are gender neutral,

have nothing to do with Pixar or Disney, and don’t require batteries. I buy almost everything
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second hand and some of my items date back to the ’70′s like my sewing cards. On the box

there is a boy and a girl threading yarn through the cards. That product doesn’t exist in any

form today and if it did it would probably be a hot pink mess marketed toward girls. My 4 year

old boy loves to sew and he’s getting pretty good at it. I wish more things like that existed.

Reply

K.Rus s e ll s a ys :

June 13, 2013 at 6:55 am

Ribbon: There are gender neutral lacing cards made by Melissa&Doug that are fantastic (my

2yo daughter loves them!): http://www.melissaanddoug.com/search?q=lacing.

Melissa&Doug is a great compnay and you will find, if you check out their website, that they

are not organized by gender but by age or type of play, which is how it should be.

Reply

Ja ke  S tre iff s a ys :

June 23, 2013 at 10:18 am

Thats one smart girl!
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